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Abstract
A reduced map is a continuous function such that the preimage of every proper subcontinuum of
the range is disconnected. A k-to-1 cut set is a finite subset B of a continuum X such that X \ B
has at least k|B| components. If a continuum is the image of a reduced at most k-to-1 map from a
continuum, then it does not contain a k-to-1 cut set. A connected graph is the image of a reduced
at most k-to-1 map from a continuum if and only if the graph does not contain a k-to-1 cut set.
A connected graph is the image of a reduced k-to-1 map from a continuum if and only if the graph
does not contain a k-to-1 cut set or an endpoint. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Every k-to-1 map defined on a continuum has a restriction to a subcontinuum of the
domain that is still k-to-1 but not k-to-1 when restricted further. Such a restriction is an
example of a reduced map. New information about the images of reduced k-to-1 maps
may help to solve some of the many outstanding problems concerning which continua are
the images of k-to-1 maps, since every image of a k-to-1 map must contain the image of
a reduced k-to-1 map. On the other hand, we know that a graph is the image of a k-to-1
map if and only if it contains a simple closed curve. The class of graphs that are images of
reduced k-to-1 maps form a particularly interesting class on their own, and they also can
be completely characterized. This characterization, which is primarily topological, results
in some interesting graph theory which has applications to the design of communication
networks.
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2. Reduced maps
A map is a continuous function, and a continuum is a subset of a metric space that is
compact and connected. A map is k-to-1 if each point in the image has exactly k points in
its preimage, a map is at most k-to-1 if each point in the image has at most k points in its
preimage, and throughout this paper it is assumed that k > 2 whenever the expression k-
to-1 is used. A map is reduced if each proper subcontinuum of the range has disconnected
preimage. This definition is given by Jo Heath in a paper which focuses on k-to-1 maps [4],
and refers to the fact that a map is k-to-1 and reduced if and only if it is not k-to-1 when
restricted to any proper subcontinuum of its domain. Though the definition of reduced map
does apply to maps that are not necessarily k-to-1, we need a more general notion. For
example, no map that is 1-to-1 anywhere can be reduced. To generalize further, we say a
map is reduced relative to a subset S of the range if each proper subcontinuum of the range
intersecting S has disconnected preimage. Now a map can be reduced relative to the non
1-to-1 points, for example. In this paper we will view graphs as continua. That is, we will
assume they are connected. In the case of maps onto graphs we will be interested in maps
that are reduced relative to the nodes of the graph.
Example 1. Every k-to-1 map onto a simple closed curve is reduced because there is no
k-to-1 map onto an arc [2, Corollary 2]. Each of the examples below illustrates a reduced
k-to-1 map from the continuum labeled X onto the continuum labeled Y sending nodes
onto nodes and edges onto edges according to the numbers.
An important property of the image of a reduced k-to-1 map is established in the theorem
following this lemma.
Lemma 1. If B is a nonempty finite subset of a continuum X, and C is a collection
of pairwise disjoint nonempty open sets such that ⋃C = X \ B , then C contains a
subcollection C ′ with |C ′|< |B|, and such that (⋃C ′)∪B is a continuum.
Proof. For any pair of disjoint nonempty sets D and E whose union is B there is a
componentK of X \B whose closure intersects D and E. Therefore, there is an ordering
of the elements of B , B = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, and a collection {K1,K2, . . . ,Kn−1} of not
necessarily distinct components of X \B such that K1 contains x1 and x2, K2 contains x3
and x1 or x2, and in general Kj contains xj+1 and xi for some i < j + 1. For each i there
is a Ci ∈ C such that Ki ⊆ Ci , and C1 ∪C2 ∪ · · · ∪Cn−1 ∪B is a continuum. 2
Theorem 1. If f is a reduced at most k-to-1 map from a continuumX onto the continuum
Y , and B is a finite subset of Y , then Y \B has fewer than k|B| components.
Proof. LetD be a collection of pairwise disjoint nonempty open sets whose union is Y \B ,
and let C be the collection of inverse images of the elements of D. Then C is a collection
of pairwise disjoint nonempty open subsets of X whose union is X \ f−1(B). If C ′ is a
proper subcollection of C , then (⋃C ′) ∪ f−1(B) is not a continuum because it would be
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2.
the inverse image of a proper subcontinuum of Y . Therefore |C| < |f−1(B)| 6 k|B|. It
follows that Y \B has fewer than k|B| components. 2
A k-to-1 cut set is a finite subset B of a continuum X such that X \ B has at least k|B|
components. According to Theorem 1, the graph labeled Y in Fig. 1 cannot have a 2-to-1
cut set and the graph labeled Y in Fig. 2 cannot have a 3-to-1 cut set. A useful and simple
exercise at this point would be to identify all graphs with say three or fewer branch points
that do not have a 2-to-1 cut set.
We end this section with a very technical but necessary technique for extending maps
that are reduced relative to some subset of the range to a map onto the same range that is
reduced relative to a larger set. The simple proof is omitted.
Fact (Reduced Extensions Fact). Suppose the map f :X→ Y between continua X and Y
is reduced relative to a subset B of Y , and a copy K̂ of a subcontinuumK of X is attached
to X by identifying a closed subset C ⊆K with their copies in K̂ . Call this continuumX∗,
and let f ∗ :X∗ → Y be the extension of f that maps the points in K̂ the same as f maps
their copies in K . Then, if f (C)⊆ B , f ∗ is reduced relative to B ∪ f (K).
In particular, if f :G1→ G2 is a map between graphs that is reduced relative to the
nodes of G2, and the graphG∗1 is constructed by duplicating an edge e ofG1, and the map
is extended as above, then the result will be a map onto G2 that is reduced relative to the
union of the nodes of G2 with f (e).
3. k-to-1 cut sets
In this section a number of technical facts concerning k-to-1 cut sets of continua are
established. For a continuum X and a subset A of X the notation C(X \A) represents the
number of components of X \A. A subset A of a continuum X will be called a critical set
if C(X \A)= k|A| − 1, and X does not contain a k-to-1 cut set.
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Lemma 2. Suppose the continuum X has the property that every finite subset of X
separates X into at most a finite number of components, and A and B are finite subsets of
X, then C(X \ (A∪B))−C(X \A)> C(X \B)−C(X \ (B ∩A)).
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of points in B \A. If B \A= ∅ then the
two sides of the inequality are clearly equal. Suppose B \ A 6= ∅. Let x ∈ B \ A and let
B ′ = B \ {x}. Assume for the induction that
C
(
X \ (A∪B ′))−C(X \A)> C(X \B ′)−C(X \ (B ′ ∩A)).
Since C(X \ (B ′ ∩A))= C(X \ (B ∩A)) we only need to show that
C
(
X \ (B ∪A))−C(X \ (B ′ ∪A))> C(X \B)−C(X \B ′).
Let D be the component of X \ (B ′ ∪ A) containing x , and E the component of X \ B ′
containing x . Then
C
(
X \ (B ∪A))−C(X \ (B ′ ∪A))= C(D \ {x})− 1
and
C(X \B)−C(X \B ′)= C(E \ {x})− 1.
Each component of E \ {x} contains x in its closure, and x is in the interior of D. So
each component of E \ {x} intersectsD \ {x}. Therefore, since D ⊆E, each component of
E \ {x} contains a component of D \ {x}. It follows that C(D \ {x})> C(E \ {x}). 2
Lemma 3. If a continuum X does not contain a k-to-1 cut set, and A and B are both





= C(X \ (A∪B))−C(X \A)+ k|A| − 1
> C(X \B)−C(X \ (B ∩A))+ k|A| − 1
= k|B| − 1−C(X \ (B ∩A))+ k|A| − 1
= k|B \A| + k|B ∩A| − 1−C(X \ (B ∩A))+ k|A| − 1
> k|B \A| + k|A| − 1
= k|A∪B| − 1. 2
It might be hard to recognize whether a continuum has a k-to-1 cut set. It certainly
is more difficult than determining whether there is an ordinary cut point. The next few
lemmas give us some useful tools for dealing with this problem.
Lemma 4. If B is a k-to-1 cut set of a continuum X and b ∈ B with o(b)6 k + 1 then
either B = {b} or B \ {b} is a k-to-1 cut set.
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Proof. Let D be the component of X \ (B \ {b}) that contains b. Then




X \ (B \ {b}))>C(X \B)− o(b)+ 1
> k|B| − (k + 1)+ 1
= k∣∣B \ {b}∣∣. 2
Lemma 5. Suppose X is a continuum such that there exists k > 2 such that o(x)6 k + 1
for each x ∈X. Then X contains a k-to-1 cut set if and only if X contains a point b such
that X \ {b} has at least k components.
Proof. According to Lemma 4, if X has a k-to-1 cut set with n points, then it has a k-to-1
cut set with n− 1 points. It follows that X has a k-to-1 cut set with one point. 2
For example, a graph having no nodes with order greater than 3 has no 2-to-1 cut set if
and only if it has no cut point.
Theorem 2. Suppose the connected graph G does not contain a k-to-1 cut set, and the
graph G′ is obtained from G by adding an edge with ends attached to two different points
in G at least one of which has order in G less than or equal to k. Then G′ does not have a
k-to-1 cut set.
Proof. Suppose B is a k-to-1 cut set of G′. By Lemma 4, either B contains no points with
order less than k + 2, or there is only one point in B . In either case, B does not contain at
least one of the ends and none of the interior points of the edge added to G to get G′. It
follows that C(G \B)= C(G′ \B), which contradicts the assumption thatG has no k-to-1
cut set. 2
An open ear decomposition of a graph G is a finite sequence of graphs ending with
G such that each graph in the sequence is obtained by adding an edge to the previous
graph with ends attached at two different points. It is well known that graphs with no cut
point are characterized by having an open ear decomposition whose first stage is a simple
closed curve [7]. A graph with no 2-to-1 cut set has no cut point, so it has an open ear
decomposition, but is there always a decomposition that satisfies the additional condition
that at each stage at least one of the ends of the added edge is attached to a point with order
two? This type of decomposition will be called an increasing open ear decomposition since
another way to state the requirement is to say that at each stage the number of branch points
must increase.
Example 2. An ear decomposition can be illustrated by numbering the edges according
to the stage in the decomposition in which the edge was added. Note that when an “ear”
is first added, it is a single edge, but ears can be subdivided later into several edges, so
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that the same number appears on a path not just a single edge. Below increasing open ear
decompositions are indicated for the two graphs pictured. Therefore, neither graph contains
a 2-to-1 cut set.
Conjecture. A graph does not contain a 2-to-1 cut set if and only if it has an increasing
open ear decomposition whose first stage is a simple closed curve.
4. Constructing a reduced k-to-1 map
A few results from graph theory are needed at this point. Viewed topologically, a graph
is a continuum that is a union of a finite number of arcs with a finite number of points with
order greater than two. In order to use results from graph theory we must figure out what to
do with what the graph theorists call the nodes and edges of the graph,G. We will say that
the node set of the graph, represented by VG, is any specified finite subset of the graph that
contains all of the branch points and the endpoints of the graph. The edges of G are the
components of G \ VG. The set of edges is denoted EG, and EG can only be understood
in the context of a particular node set VG and vice versa. For X ⊆ VG, let E(X) represent
the set of all edges in EG with both endpoints in X. In case it was missed, all graphs are
assumed to be connected.
There are indecomposable continua, the Knaster buckethandle continuum, for example,
that cannot be the image of any 2-to-1 map from a continuum [5]. Such a continuum cannot
have a finite cut set, so it is not true that every continuum with no k-to-1 cut set and no
point with order one is the image of a reduced k-to-1 map. However, in the case where the
continuum is also a graph such a map will be constructed, and it will be from a graph, and
send nodes to nodes and edges nicely onto edges. All of that is a lot to have to repeat, so
we introduce yet another set of definitions. A routing of a graph F with nodes VF onto a
graphG with nodes VG is a continuous function that maps VF onto VG, and maps F \ VF
onto G \ VG, and is 1-to-1 when restricted to a single edge of F . When a map between
graphs is a routing it must be relative to some node set of the range and this forces the node
set of the domain to be the preimage of the nodes in the range. A k-routing is defined to be
one that is k-to-1 on the nodes and at most k-to-1 on the edges, and a k-to-1 routing is one
that is k-to-1 on both the edges and nodes. It will be suggested in the concluding remarks
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that the results concerning reduced routings have applications to the reliable broadcasting
of messages across a network, which is in fact the motivation for the term routing. These
maps could be viewed as the plans for routing messages throughout a network (graph).
Lemma 6. If f is a k-routing of a tree T onto a graph G that maps the edges of T 1-to-1
onto the edges of G, and G does not contain a k-to-1 cut set, then f is reduced relative to
the nodes of G.
Proof. If f is not reduced relative to the nodes of G, then there is a proper subcontinuum
T ′ of T such that f |T ′ maps the nodes of T ′ k-to-1 into the nodes of G. The interior
of each edge of T ′ maps onto a unique component of G \ f (VT ′), and at least one
component of G \ f (VT ′) is not the image of the interior of an edge of T ′. Since T ′ is
a tree |ET ′ | + 1= |VT ′ |. Therefore, C(G \ f (VT ′))> |ET ′ | + 1= |VT ′ | = k|f (VT ′)|. This
contradicts the assumption that G does not contain a k-to-1 cut set. 2
Lemma 7. If a graph G does not contain a k-to-1 cut set, then for any node set VG there
is an at most k-to-1 routing of a tree onto G that is k-to-1 onto the nodes of G that are not
endpoints, (k − 1)-to-1 onto the endpoints of G, and reduced relative to the points in G
whose preimages contain more than one point.
Proof. The first stage in the construction of the map is to add edges to G until a graph
G∗ is obtained that still does not have a k-to-1 cut set, but whose nodes are a critical set,
that is, |EG∗ | = 2|VG∗| − 1. This is done in two stages. If G does not contain a critical set,
then choose any edge e with endpoints u and v, and add an additional edge to G from u
to v. This will be called duplicating e. The resulting graph does not have a k-to-1 cut set
as long as the endpoints of the added edge are not in a critical set. As long as no edge is
duplicated n+ 1 times until all edges have been duplicated n times this can be repeated
without duplicating any edge more than k − 1 times to obtain a graph that still does not
have a k-to-1 cut set but does have a critical set.
Once a graph is obtained that does have a critical set, let M be a maximal critical set.
If e is an edge of this graph with endpoints u and v such that u ∈M and v /∈M , then,
according to Lemma 3, there is no critical set that contains u and v. Therefore, duplicating
e results in graph that does not have a k-to-1 cut set.
Continue duplicating edges in this fashion until a graphG∗ is obtained that has no k-to-1
cut set and |EG∗ | = k|VG∗| − 1. If at any stage of this process there is a pair of nodes v1
and v2 with k − 1 edges joining the two nodes, then a maximal critical set that contains v1
would also contain v2 unless every edge incident to v2 is also incident to v1. If the original
edge or edges inG from v1 to v2 do not end in an endpoint ofG, thenGmust contain more
than one edge joining v1 and v2, and if each of these edges was duplicated k − 1 times,
then {v1, v2} would be a k-to-1 cut set in G∗. So we can assume that if neither v1 nor v2
are endpoints of G, then no edge in G from v1 to v2 is duplicated more than k − 1 times.
On the other hand, if v is an endpoint of G and e is the unique edge in G containing
v, then e must be duplicated exactly k times in order to have |EG∗| = k|VG∗ | − 1, and
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no k-to-1 cut set in G∗. That is, as long as G does not consist of a single edge with two
endpoints. In this case the edge will be duplicated k+ 1 times. Let g :G∗ →G be the map
that identifies each additional edge in G∗ with the edge it duplicates in G.
Since |E(X)|6 k|X| for every subset X of VG∗ , there is an orientation of the edges of
G∗ such that δ−1(v) 6 k for each v ∈ VG∗ , where δ−1(v) is the number of edges leading
into a node v [1, p. 145]. Also, since∑
δ−1(v)= |EG∗| = k|VG∗| − 1,
there must be a unique node v0 such that δ−1(v0) < k, and it must be true that δ−1(v0)=
k− 1. For each v ∈ VG∗ let P(v) be all the nodes v′ ∈ VG such that there is a directed path
in G∗ beginning at v′ and ending at v. Note that∑
v′∈P(v)
δ−1(v′)= ∣∣E(P(v))∣∣< k∣∣P(v)∣∣.
So v0 ∈ P(v) for each v ∈ VG∗ . It follows that G∗ has a spanning tree rooted at v0 with
each edge in the tree oriented away from v0.
To obtain the tree T , attach a copy of each of the edges ofG∗ that are not in this spanning
tree to a copy of the spanning tree by identifying the beginning node of the edge with a
copy of that node in the spanning tree, thus forming a connected tree that contains one
copy of each edge of G∗ and k copies of each node ofG∗. Let f :T →G∗ be the map that
identifies the k copies in T with the corresponding node of G∗, and maps the edges of T
onto their copies in G∗.
The map f is reduced relative to the nodes ofG∗ by Lemma 6. The map g ◦f of T onto
G is reduced relative to the points of G whose preimages have more than one point since
this map is clearly reduced relative to the nodes of G, and any continuum of G that did
not contain a node of G but does contain a point whose preimage has more than one point
can not have connected preimage. If G does not contain an endpoint, then g ◦ f is k-to-1
from the nodes of T onto the nodes of G, and at most k-to-1 on the edges of T . Suppose
there is an endpoint v of the original graphG. In this case k > 3, and there are at least two
endpoints in T that are mapped onto v by g ◦ f .
It is easy to verify that if one of these endpoints and the unique edge in T that contains
the endpoint are removed from T , then the restriction of g ◦ f to this new tree will still be
reduced relative the the nodes of G and the points of G whose preimages have more than
one point. If this is done for each endpoint of G, then the resulting restriction of g ◦ f will
map a tree T ′ ontoG sending k nodes of T ′ onto each node ofG that is not an endpoint of
G, k− 1 nodes of T ′ onto each node of G that is an endpoint of G, and at most k edges of
T ′ onto each edge of G. This map will also be reduced relative to the points of G whose
preimages have more than one point. 2
Theorem 3. For a graph G the following are equivalent.
(1) G does not contain a k-to-1 cut set, and G does not contain an endpoint.
(2) For any node set of G there is a reduced k-to-1 routing of a graph onto G.
(3) There is a reduced k-to-1 map from a continuum onto G.
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(4) There is a k-routing of a tree onto G that is reduced relative VG, for any node set
VG of G.
Proof. To see that (4) implies (2) note that the only problem with the map provided in (4)
as far as satisfying the conditions of (2) is that there may be edges in G onto which fewer
than k edges from T are mapped. Suppose e is an edge in T such that f−1(f (e)) is the
union of fewer than k edges. Add the required number edges to T with the same endpoints
as e and extend f to these new edges by mapping them 1-to-1 onto f (e) so that f (e)
is the image of exactly k edges from the new graph. According to the reduced extension
fact in Section 2, the map will still be reduced relative to the nodes and any edge whose
preimage consists of more than one edge. Of course the domain is no longer a tree. This
can be repeated where needed to produce the map required in (2).
Clearly, (2) implies (3), and (3) implies (1) follows from Theorem 1, and the fact that no
continuum with an endpoint is the image of a reduced k-to-1 map from a continuum for
any k > 2 [2]. Finally, (1) implies (4) is proven in Lemma 7. 2
Corollary 1. There is a k-routing of a tree onto a graph G that is reduced relative to the
nodes of G and 1-to-1 on the edges of G if and only if G does not contain a k-to-1 cut set
or an endpoint, and |EG| = k|VG| − 1.
Corollary 2. For any graphG there is a positive integer k > 2 such thatG is the image of
a reduced k-to-1 map from a continuum if and only if G does not contain an endpoint.
Corollary 3. A k-routing of a tree T onto a graph G that is 1-to-1 on the edges of T is
reduced relative to the nodes of G if and only if G does not contain a k-to-1 cut set.
Using the rest of Lemma 7 we have the following nice characterization of graphs that
are the image of a reduced at most k-to-1 map from a continuum. The proof is the same as
the proof of Theorem 3.
Theorem 4. For a graph G the following are equivalent.
(1) G does not contain a k-to-1 cut set.
(2) For any node set of G there is a reduced at most k-to-1 routing of a graph onto G
that is k-to-1 onto the edges of G and the nodes of G that are not endpoints, and
(k − 1)-to-1 onto the endpoints of G.
(3) There is a reduced at most k-to-1 map from a continuum onto G.
Example 3. A 2-routing of a tree onto a graphG that is reduced relative to the nodes ofG
is constructed. Since the graphG has no 2-to-1 cut set, any routing of a tree onto this graph
that is 2-to-1 on the nodes and 1-to-1 on the edges will be reduced. To find an example of
such a routing, the first step is to orient the edges of G so that one node has one “in” edge,
and the other nodes each have two “in” edges. Next, a directed spanning tree is labeled on
the graph G with numbers for the nodes and letters for the edges. The tree T is a copy of
the spanning tree with edges attached to map onto the remaining edges of G.
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Note that in this example the edges of T can be rearranged by cutting and reattaching,
and as long as the domain is still a tree with one edge mapping onto each edge of G and
two nodes mapping onto each node of G, the map ontoG will still be a reduced 2-routing.
It is also possible to orientG so that any node is the node with one in edge and thus the root
node of the directed tree T . It is possible that much could be made of the combinatorial
implications of these rearrangements and the fact that they all produce reduced maps. We
can, for example, rearrange the edges of the domain to produce the routing indicated below.
Here the tree that is the domain consists of copies of two edge disjoint spanning trees
from G that are joined by the copy of an edge of G not contained in either tree.
If a graph G with no 2-to-1 cut set and |EG| = 2|VG| − 1 contains two edge disjoint
spanning trees we can take disjoints copies of those two spanning trees, and connect them
with a copy of the edge not in the two trees, and get a tree with a 2-routing onto G that
is 1-to-1 on the edges, and therefore reduced by Lemma 6. The following theorem shows
that there are always two edge disjoint spanning trees under these circumstances. The role
of the reduced map in the proof of the theorem is a good illustration of the connection
between the reduced 2-to-1 maps and the internal structure of graphs with no 2-to-1 cut
set.
Theorem 5. If a graphG does not contain a 2-to-1 cut set, and |EG| = 2|VG|− 1, thenG
contains two edge-disjoint spanning trees T1 and T2 such that G \ T1 ∪ T2 is the interior
of a single edge of G.
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Proof. According to a theorem of Tutte found in [1, p. 145], a connected graph G with
nodes VG contains k pairwise edge-disjoint spanning trees if and only if for every partition
P = {V1, . . . , Vt } of VG it is true that |E(P)| > k(t − 1), where E(P) is the set of
edges in G that have endpoints in two different elements of P . Let P = {V1, . . . , Vt }
be a partition of VG. By Corollary 1 there is a reduced 2-routing f of a tree T onto G
that is 2-to-1 on the nodes and 1-to-1 on the edges. Since f is reduced relative to VG
it follows that for each i there is a partition {Uai ,Ubi } of f−1(Vi) such that no edge of
T has endpoints in Uai and U
b
i . Let P
′ = {Ua1 ,Ub1 , . . . ,Uat ,Ubt }. Since T is connected
|E(P ′)|> |P ′|−1. Since no edge in T joins Uai and Ubi , it follows that |E(P ′)| = |E(P)|.
Therefore |E(P)| = |E(P ′)| > |P ′| − 1 = 2t − 1 > 2(t − 1). So G contains two edge-
disjoint spanning trees. Each tree contains |VG| − 1 edges from G so there is exactly one
edge of G that is not in either tree. 2
5. Concluding remarks
Throughout this paper we have had little to say about the domain of a reduced map.
The important thing about the domain appears to be that it possesses a kind of generalized
irreduciblity. A map from a continuumX that maps the pair of points {a, b} to one point and
is 1-to-1 elsewhere is reduced relative to the image of {a, b} if and only if X is irreducible
from a to b. This suggests a definition that we offer tentatively. A continuum is irreducible
over a continuous decomposition D of X if the quotient map q :X→ X/D is reduced
relative to the elements of D that have more than one element. For example the interval
[0,1] is irreducible over the decomposition whose non-singleton elements are {0, 23 } and
{ 13 ,1}. The image of the quotient map is a graph with no 2-to-1 cut set.
While the results in this paper are primarily theoretical in nature, the useful application to
practical problems, though speculative at this point, is none the less intriguing. To illustrate
this point we end with the following example in which the goal is to send throughout a
network a series of messages eventually bringing each node into a state called “firing” so
that either no node reaches that state or all nodes reach that state. This is related to what
those in network communication theory call the firing squad problem. This aspect of the
problem is known to have a particularly strong relation to the structure of the network [3].
To illustrate an efficient protocol for achieving the goal on a network with no 2-to-1 cut set
we will look at a simple example with five computer processors arranged at the five nodes
of the graph pictured in Fig. 3.
Each edge represents a communication link between the processors located at the nodes.
The processors at the branch nodes each have two terminals through which they send and
receive data, and the other processors have only one terminal. The connections between
the terminals are indicated in Fig. 4. Each processor begins in a sleep state. A fire signal is
sent from outside the network to one of the terminals at one of the processors. It does not
matter which processor or which terminal. When a fire message is received the processor
goes into a ready state and passes the fire signal along all edges attached to the terminal
from which the signal was received. From the structure pictured in Fig. 4 it can be seen that
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Fig. 3. Fig. 4.
if a processor located at a branch node receives and sends a fire signal, then it should expect
to receive another fire signal at the other terminal, assuming all processors respond to the
fire signal. In fact, since the diagram in Fig. 4 represents a reduced 2-routing, allowing for
the time it takes to send a signal through the whole system, if some processors respond
to the signal and some do not, it follows that at least one processor at a branch node will
receive the fire signal at only one terminal. Therefore, each processor at a branch node is
programmed to wait a fixed amount of time after it receives the first fire signal to receive the
fire signal at the other terminal, and if it does not, its program requires it to send an abort
signal through the terminal from which it received a fire signal. The processors that are
not located at branch nodes are programmed to wait after one fire signal for an abort. The
branch node processors also wait for an abort after receiving a fire signal at each terminal.
If no abort comes in the amount of time it takes for a signal to travel the network then all
nodes will fire. Assuming that once a terminal is in the ready state, then it will stay in the
ready state, and will pass along all signals and fire according to its program, it follows that
either each processor will fire or no processor will fire. A successful fire is achieved with
just one message sent over each communication line of the network.
Pushing further the speculation that graphs with no 2-to-1 cut set and the reduced 2-
to-1 routings onto them might have applications to reliable broadcasting on networks, we
note that in an undergraduate honors paper [6] Susan Parker has shown how to duplicate
a carefully selected collection of edges in a rectangular grid with arbitrary dimensions
so that the result is a graph with no 2-to-1 cut set, and such that the nodes form a
critical set. According to Theorem 5, this graph contains two edge disjoint spanning trees,
copies of which can be joined to form a tree that has a 2-routing onto this graph that is
reduced relative to its nodes. The idea is that the disjoint spanning trees and the reduced
2-routing could be used together to produce communication protocols with various
reliability features over a very common type of network.
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